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Abstract 
This paper describes the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution, an innovative timber-based prefabricated panel for the energy 
refurbishment of the existing Italian buildings´ façades. Although similar technologies have already been tested in several European 
countries, they are not feasible to be used in the Italian context characterized by specific geometric features of the building stock 
and by seismic constraints which are not relevant for most of European countries. Moreover, this research does not aim only at 
developing a product but also at adopting a new process, based on parametric design and lean construction principles. The main 
outcome of this project is a concrete kit for energy refurbishment suitable for the Italian context, including: a) a technological 
prefabricated but customizable product and b) a more efficient process to decrease time and cost wastes during the whole process.  
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
60% of the Italian building stock was built in the period between the end of the Second World War and 1976, when 
the Government established the first directive on energy efficiency. The building stock contributes with 40% to the 
total amount of energy consumed in Italy [1] and, even though it has a huge potential for the reduction of energy 
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consumption and carbon emission of the country, the private as well as the public sector are struggling to invest in 
energy refurbishment of buildings. This is due to many issues related to the traditional energy refurbishment approach: 
a) technological problems which often cause mold and water condensation; b) uncertainty of the payback period of 
the investment which prevents owners from investing in it; c) the need for the tenants to find another place to live for 
the period of the refurbishment; d) the inefficiency of the design and construction processes responsible for 30% of 
the intervention costs [2, 3].  
The proposed technological solution, called the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution, for the energy refurbishment of 
the Italian buildings’ façades is an answer to these problems. The Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution is: a) timber-based, 
lightweight and suitable for the varying Italian climatic conditions; b) customizable but with a low unit cost typical of 
mass production; c) prefabricated and quick to be installed on site; d) optimized with a standardized production and 
construction process. 
The Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution is the result of the Ri.Fa.Re. (Ristrutturare con Facciate pRefabbicate) project, 
a collaborative research project funded by the Province of Bolzano (Italy). The project is managed by the Fraunhofer 
Innovation Engineering Center (IEC) in Bolzano in collaboration with five local companies: Wolf Haus - a timber 
panels producer, Tip Top Fenster - a windows producer, STO Italia - an insulating systems supplier, RothoBlaas - a 
fixing systems and waterproofing systems supplier and ProPlan - an architecture and engineering firm. The project 
started in 2013 and is still ongoing with the testing and monitoring of the energy performance of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-
based solution.   
The purpose of this paper is to describe the method adopted and the results of the Ri.Fa.Re project. The method is 
based on three steps: design, development and testing. The three-step approach leads to the results of the Ri.Fa.Re. 
project: 
x The Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution; 
x The Ri.Fa.Re. parametric algorithm; 
x The Ri.Fa.Re. process.  
A literature review on other European experiences shows that a case study approach is commonly adopted in the 
development of prefabricated modules for the energy refurbishment of buildings´ façades [6]. The case study approach 
demonstrates that the development of prefabricated technologies for the energy refurbishment depends strongly on the 
characterization of the building stock. For examples, the result of the TES Energy Façade project is a wood-framed 
prefabricated façade element, called the TES model. Firstly, the TES model has been tested in Germany for the energy 
refurbishment of the Realschule in Buchloe (Fig. 1 (a)). Then, the module has been tested in a boarding school in 
Norway. For the Norway case study, the TES module was completely re-designed based on the different characteristics 
of the building and the different requirements from the owner [4,5]. Likewise, other case study approaches, such as 
the Austrian Gap-solar (Fig. 1. (b)) and the German Großelement-Dämmtechnik (GEDT), has been designed and 
developed for a specific building [6].  
The Ri.Fa.Re. project is not based on a case study approach and it aims at developing a standardized, but 
customizable prefabricated solution. Throughout parametric design principles, the general characteristics of the 
prefabricated modules can be adapted to the specific characteristics of buildings, time by time.  
 
Fig.  1. (a) Renovation of the Real Schule in Buchloe with TES-elements; (b) Assembly of prefabricated renovation modules, Austrian Gap-solar. 
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2. Method 
In order to achieve the expected results, the Ri.Fa.Re. project is based on a three-step approach, as represented in 
Fig. 2. Firstly, the design of the Ri.Fa.Re timber-based solution consists in an assessment analysis on the existing 
building stock, a SWOT analysis on existing technological opportunities and the collection of parameters for the mass 
customization of the Ri.Fa.Re. solution. The collection of parameters continues also during the second step of the 
Ri.Fa.Re. project. The second step of the Ri.Fa.Re. project is the development of the Ri.Fa.Re timber-based solution. 
It focuses also on energy simulations and durability assessment of the Ri.Fa.Re timber-based solution and on the 
process model analysis of the design, production and installation on site of the Ri.Fa.Re timber-based solution. Finally, 
the third step consists in testing the Ri.Fa.Re prototype in order to validate the energy performance of the Ri.Fa.Re. 
timber-based solution, its process model and the functionality of the parametric algorithm. 
2.1. Step 1: The Design of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution 
The first step of the project is the design of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution. The design step consists in: 
x The characterization of the Italian building stock. The aim of this part of the project is to identify the most 
common characteristics of the Italian building stock, with a focus on the Province of Bolzano. 
x A SWOT analysis on existing technological opportunities in order to identify which existing prefabricated 
solutions are suitable to be adapted for the Italian and South Tyrolean building stock.  
x The definition of the parametric algorithm. The aim of the parametric algorithm is to turn the traditional 
standardized prefabricated panels into a customizable product. 
2.1. 1. The characterization of the Italian building stock 
The approach is based on reports from the Tabula project [7, 8]. In the Tabula project, the building stock has been 
categorized by typology, year of construction, size and location area. Then, the main information for each building 
typology has been identified and organized in a catalogue. The Tabula catalogue presents information such as volume, 
surface area to volume ratio, gross area, numbers of apartments, number of heated floors, construction typology (slabs, 
walls, roofs, windows systems), systems typology (heating, hot-water producing). 
Fig.  2. The Ri.Fa.Re. three-step approach. 
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The structure of the Tabula catalogue has been helpful for the development of the Ri.Fa.Re. catalogue. The 
Ri.Fa.Re. catalogue integrates the following information: presences of balconies, detailed analysis of buildings 
envelop, general analysis on the building location (road accessibility/space for storage), location of pipe-lines and 
presence of other external installation. This information is necessary to evaluate the feasibility of using prefabricated 
technologies for the energy refurbishment of the Italian building stock.    
Further, the Ri.Fa.Re. project focuses on the characterization of the South Tyrolean building stock. The South 
Tyrolean building stock had never been investigated before and, for this reason, the selection of relevant buildings 
was based on two main parameters: the energy consumption (over 200 [kWh/(m2 year)] and the size of dwellings 
(heating net area > 900 m2). Moreover, other information has been integrated into the Ri.Fa.Re. catalogue, such as: 
the presence of drainpipe, detailed information about structural performance of buildings and heating systems.  
According to the characterization of the Italian building stock, three reference buildings are identified. The “small 
reference building” is commonly located in residential areas far from a city center. It is typical for small Italian towns, 
especially those with a low population density. Thus, it is not high (three stories) and it has a horizontal extension. 
The “medium reference building” is typical for residential areas of small to medium Italian towns. The value of the 
heating surface is similar to the “small reference building” but it has a vertical extension (five to six stories). The “big 
reference building” is typical for the city suburbs, where the population density is high. It has more than six stories, a 
horizontal extension and inhabited by more than 100 people. 
2.1. 2. SWOT analysis on existing technological opportunities 
According to the main features of the three reference buildings, a SWOT analysis of the existing technological 
opportunities has been carried on. The following technological opportunities have been analyzed: TES module, GAP-
solar solution and CCEM solution (timber frame construction with integrated ventilation pipes). The research team 
evaluated strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of each technology when applied for the energy 
refurbishment of the three reference buildings. In particular, the research team evaluated the impact of each technology 
on: indoor comfort, building physics, building service, structural functionalities, structure of the existing façade, 
façade shape, surface type and panels’ installation.  
Further, each participant company voted for the best solution according to the SWOT analysis and to their specific 
business profile. Finally, the participant companies together decided for a timber-based solution similar to TES module 
and characterized by: a timber framework, a customizable insulation system and three different outer layout - plaster, 
Trespa panels and wood strips.  
Once the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution has been conceptualized, the project went on with the collection of a set 
of parameters for the elaboration of the parametric algorithm.  
2.1. 3. Collection of parameters for the mass customization of the Ri.Fa.Re timber-based solution 
According to Jabi´s definition, parametric design is “the processes based on algorithmic thinking that enables the 
expression of parameters and rules that, together, define, encode and clarify the relationship between design intent 
and design response”. This relationship is expressed through a relationship between elements (components) that leads 
to the manipulation of parameters and the generation of complex geometries and structures [9]. 
The parametric algorithm enables a mass customization of the standardized Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution. In the 
Ri.Fa.Re. process, the designer is able to design the façade through technological modules compatible even with the 
client requirements and with the production line of the manufacture. In order to do so, many parameters have to be 
collected and stored in specific components of a parametric design algorithm.  
The parameters collected have been clustered in three groups:  
x Mandatory parameters are those that cannot be modified since they are regulated from technical standards and/or 
specific existing condition of the building (structural mechanics, fire protection, health and safety, building physics, 
measure tolerance of the façade).  
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x Customizable parameters are those that can be modified according to the client needs. They concern: the aesthetic 
of the technological solution (i.e. the finishing layer of the panel, roller blinds) and the energy performance required 
(i.e. size and type of insulation, windows). 
x Parameters for the production and transport optimization are defined according to the producer and its suppliers. 
They concern: the organization of the production line, the machinery available on site (i.e. fixed crane, mobile 
crane, scaffolding) and the environmental condition of the construction site (i.e. size of the construction site, roads 
accessibility). 
The collection of the parameters lasted also during the second step of the project: the development of the Ri.Fa.Re. 
timber-based solution. 
2.2. Step 2: The Development of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution 
The second step of the Ri.Fa.Re. project is the development of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution. The 
development process consists in:  
x Energy simulations and durability assessment, which aim at identifying performance and possible construction 
failures of Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution. 
x The process model analysis. The aim of the process model analysis is the development of the optimized design-
production-installation process of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution in order to reduce waste in terms of time 
and costs, making the product competitive on the market.  
2.2. 1. Energy simulations and durability assessment 
Energy simulations have been developed according to steady-state models based on UNI-TS 11300-1,2,3 [10, 11, 
12] and officially adopted by the regional agency for the energy labelling of buildings, Agenzia CasaClima. Models 
and calculations refer to the three reference buildings, previously defined, for geometric definitions and construction 
technologies of existing buildings. Thermo-physics properties of construction technologies have been identified 
according to UNI 10351 [13] and UNI EN ISO 10456 [14]. Calculations have been performed referring to five main 
cities characterized by five different climate conditions: Milano, Bologna, Firenze, Roma, and Bari. 
Durability assessment has been developed according to 2D dynamic models of moisture transfer. Models have been 
designed referring to specific construction details, identified as possible construction failures. Failures have been 
calculated in dynamic conditions including climatic conditions and rainfalls of the five cities previously defined and 
considering possible assembly errors, such as (leakages and infiltrations of rainwater). Calculations have been 
performed adopting a proprietary algorithm developed by Fraunhofer IBP (Institute for Building Physics) and included 
in a specific tool called WuFi®. For further details please refer to official literature by Fraunhofer IBP freely available 
on web [15]. 
2.2. 1. Process model analysis 
The Ri.Fa.Re. research team mapped the existing production processes of the cooperating companies through the 
Value Stream Engineering (VSE) approach. The Value Stream Engineering approach, under the umbrella of Lean 
Production principles, aims at visualizing the path that a product is following within the company, passing through 
various stages and processes [16]. The aim of this part of the Ri.Fa.Re. project is to identify the value adding, non-
value adding but necessary and non-value adding (wasteful) processes and finally improve the whole chain of the 
processes by applying different lean techniques. Lean techniques relevant for the optimization of the Ri.Fa.Re. process 
have been investigated through a literature review.  
The optimized VSE map of the Ri.Fa.Re. process has been developed through a bottom-up approach. A bottom-up 
approach means that the analysis of each phase of the process starts from the end of the process [17, 18]: the installation 
of the Ri.Fa.Re. panels on site; the transport of the Ri.Fa.Re. panels to the construction site; the component assembly 
of the Ri.Fa.Re. panels at manufacture; the delivery of the components from the suppliers to the manufacture; the 
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design of the energy refurbishment using the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution; the survey of the existing building 
conditions. Each phase includes the following information: main activities, resources needed, machinery needed, 
productivity ratio (in man/hours). 
Moreover, the process model of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution combines time and costs analysis in order to 
easily evaluate the Ri.Fa.Re. process in comparison to the traditional energy refurbishment process of building 
façades.  
The theoretical results from the development step of the Ri.Fa.Re. project will be validated at the end of the testing 
phase. The testing phase will start at the end of summer 2016 and it will last for 12 months. 
2.3. Step 3: Testing the Ri.Fa.Re. prototype  
The testing phase aims at validating the real energy performance of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution, by 
comparing it with the simulations carried out during the development of the technology. The same procedure will be 
applied for the validation of the process model of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution. The process of the piloting 
project will be monitored from the beginning of the design phase until the installation of the Ri.Fa.Re. solution on 
site. 
3. The Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution 
The Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution is designed referring to identified reference buildings and to standard 
production processes of cooperating companies. These companies usually adopt a timber-based platform-frame 
system for new buildings. This system is adapted for refurbishment purposes considering that wall panels will become 
the main insulating system of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution. Wall panels can have customizable measures: from 
1.20 m to 12 m as length and from 1.20 m to 3.30 m of height. They can also include different external finishing, such 
as plaster, ventilated façade, etc.  
Instead of standing on slabs like in traditional platform-frame systems, wall panels are placed on timber beams 
(called console beams) directly anchored on the main concrete structure of existing buildings. Console beams have to 
transfer the vertical loads of wall panels to the existing structure. On the upper side of wall panels, L-shape steel 
profiles are adopted in order to transfer horizontal loads to the existing structure as well. According to seismic 
regulations [19], the load increment on the structure due to prefabricated panels does not exceed 10% of the total dead 
load of the building structure.  
Fig.  3. The Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution. 
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Special wall panels are designed for balconies or loggias. Wherever it is not possible to install Ri.Fa.Re. wall panels 
(i.e. roofs, underground insulation, etc.), a traditional insulating system has to be installed instead.  
The insulating system of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber based solution foresees two different layers: the first layer (14 cm of 
thickness) is installed between the inner structures of wall panels, the second layer is installed outside of wall panels 
and it acts as support for the external finishing layer (Fig. 3). The second insulating layer can have different thicknesses 
(from 2 to 10 cm) depending on customer requirements and shading devices that have to be installed. Special solutions 
have been adopted for preventing thermal bridges along console beams, fixing systems and interfaces with traditional 
insulating systems. 
The dynamic simulation campaign of moisture transfer across building components allowed to identify possible 
critical areas along the Ri.Fa.Re. timber based solution and to place protecting membranes properly, such as vapor 
retarder, vapor barriers and waterproofing membranes, even considering the existing structure completely wet (Figures 
4a, 4b, 4c, 4d show example of results of the simulation campaign performed). During the testing phase, the simulation 
campaign will be validated and membranes adopted will be tested in order to avoid any possible failure risk of the 
Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution. 
Windows and shading devices are designed to be installed directly on wall panels along the production line. 
According to customer requirements, it is possible to adopt different windowing systems - such as PVC, timber or 
timber-aluminum frames with double or triple glazing system – or different shading devices – such as rolling blinds, 
venetian blinds, rolling tents, etc. This way, it is possible to deliver a complete solution to the construction site. 
Crossing possible insulating, shading devices and window system combinations, some energy labelling forecasts 
are developed for different cities across the Italian territory. Based on the reference buildings, climatic conditions and 
the selected combinations, it is possible to reduce about 90% of the energy demand during winter season with strong 
benefits on sensible cooling demand during summer season (see Table 1). 
 
 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Fig.  4. (a) Dynamic calculation of relative humidity in ground slab detail; (b) Dynamic calculation of absolute humidity in ground slab detail; (c) 
Water content of inner insulation after one year from installation of ground slab detail; (d) Relative humidity of inner insulation after one year from 
installation of ground slab detail. 
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Table 1. Heating energy demand [kWh/(m2 y)] for the “medium reference building”. (*) Sensible cooling energy demand [kWh/(m2 y)] ≤ 20 
kWh/m2y according to Direttiva Tecnica CasaClima 2015. 
Energy efficiency of the envelope EIN 
 [kWh/(m2 y)] 
Shading devices “Medium reference building" 
15 housing units 
Milano Bologna Firenze Roma Bari 
Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution (EPS 4cm) 
+ window with double glazing system  
External colored 
tent  
55 (10) 49 (13) 39 (12) 27 (15) 23 (13) 
Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution (EPS 4cm) 
+ window with triple glazing system 
External colored 
tent 
52 (9) 47 (11) 37 (10) 26 (13) 22 (11) 
Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution (EPS 8cm) 
+ window double glazing system 
External venetian 
blinds 
52 (4) 47 (6) 37 (5) 25 (7) 21 (5) 
Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution (EPS 
10cm) + window with triple glazing system 
External rolling 
shutters 
49 (4) 44 (6) 34 (5) 24 (7) 20 (5) 
4. The Ri.Fa.Re. parametric algorithm 
The parametric algorithm aims at driving key information from the survey activity to the machinery on the 
production line in order to facilitate the design and engineering phase of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution. This 
algorithm provides an automatic script that acquires specific inputs defined case by case. Inputs can be divided in two 
families: a) geometric and technical data of the existing building and b) customer requirements. Geometric and 
technical data of the existing building have been defined according to capabilities of the survey technique selected. In 
Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution, the programmed algorithm requires specifically: general plans of the building, 
geometry of façades, position and dimensions of windows, position of balconies and loggias, position of slabs (in 
order to identify the horizontal concrete structure) and specific highlights – such as missing coplanarity (tolerance of 
4 cm), position and geometry of object or systems installed along the façades, etc. Customer requirements include all 
information needed to complete customizable parameters of Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution such as: energy labelling 
requirements, selected windowing system, shading devices, external finishing, etc. 
As soon as inputs are collected, the parametric algorithm automatically defines dimensions, positions and features 
of wall panels. This definition is programmed according to a specific list of parameters and their relationships. By this 
way, technicians responsible for product design and engineering can provide a custom solution easily without 
increasing their effort on design and engineering each solution case by case. After a final check, all information can 
be delivered to the machinery on the main production line and specific information can be sent to external suppliers. 
Outputs are defined according to the standard production and supply processes of cooperation companies. The 
parametric algorithm provides digital data for production machinery (referring to Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution, as 
C.A.D. data). The production will be arranged in order to optimize the delivery and the installation process according 
to the defined lean strategy for the construction site. Algorithm’s outputs lead the supply process as well (i.e. for 
windowing systems and shading devices) by providing information to the suppliers and arranging provisions 
according to the defined lean strategy. 
5. The Ri.Fa.Re. process 
The production process starts at the purchase department of the timber-based panels manufacture, responsible of 
the coordination of the suppliers.  
Currently, the bottleneck of the production line comes from the delivery of windows. The current window supplier 
of the timber-based panels’ producer is not involved in the Ri.Fa.Re. project. Therefore, the Ri.Fa.Re. research team 
has defined a new supply chain with the window producer participating in the Ri.Fa.Re. project. The approach applied 
was the one developed in [20]. The window production and delivery results in an average lead time of 22 days instead 
of 30 days (26% of time saved). This leads to a new business for the window supplier and a faster windows delivery 
for the panels´ producer.  
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The process optimization does not aim at modifying the production line of the timber-based panels since the panels´ 
producer is more interested in the optimization of the delivery on site and on the construction phase. 
The construction phase is the trigger of the production process since it pulls the production and the transport of the 
timber-based panels on site. On one hand, the delivery of the panels on site depends on the installation sequence. On 
the other hand, the parametric algorithm optimizes the number of transports on site considering the capability of the 
trucks. Every day, it is known how many panels have to be installed and where. This organization reflects two Lean 
principles: Just In Time and Just In Sequence. Thus, no storage on site is required and the use of the crane and other 
machineries on site can be easily scheduled. Scheduling the use of the crane and other shared machineries on site 
avoids waiting for their availability, reducing waste of time. 
The refurbishment of the building façades on site requires the parallelization of two processes: 1) the traditional 
process for the energy refurbishment of the balcony areas and of the foundations; 2) the installation of the Ri.Fa.Re. 
timber-based solution on the façades. The traditional energy refurbishment process consists in: a) removing the 
existing door/window and installing the subframe for the new window/door; b) insulating; c) plastering; d) installing 
the new window/door. The process is long and requires carefulness and attention especially in replacing the 
windows/doors. In one day 20 m2 can be refurbished. The energy refurbishment of the building façades consists in: a) 
the installation of the timber beams and the measurements check; b) the installation of the prefabricated panels; c) the 
installation of the covers and finishing and d) in removing the existing windows from the inside. In one day 80m2 of 
façade can be refurbished. The VSE map of the Ri.Fa.Re. process is attached in Appendix A. 
The process simulation of the refurbishment of the reference residential buildings identified as representative for 
the Italian building stock, shows the follow:  
x The refurbishment of the “small reference building”, with a heating surface of 1200 m2, takes 37 days using a 
traditional approach, whereas it takes 11 days using the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution. The Ri.Fa.Re. timber-
based solution enables a time saving of 70%. Even though a 70% of time is saved, the cost for the intervention 
increases by 12%.  
x The refurbishment of the “medium reference building”, with a heating surface of 1000 m2, takes 44 days using a 
traditional approach, whereas it takes 17 days using the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution. The Ri.Fa.Re. timber-
based solution enables a time saving of 60% but a cost increasing of 20%. 
x The refurbishment of the “big reference building”, with a heating surface of 3300 m2, takes 100 days using a 
traditional approach, whereas it takes 44 days using the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution. The Ri.Fa.Re. timber-
based solution enables a time saving of 56% but a cost increasing of 28%.  
The Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution enables an important time saving during the construction phase of an energy 
refurbishment. This reflects also on the tenants’ acceptance of the refurbishment. For examples, work noises bother 
the tenants only for few weeks. Moreover, there are also benefits in terms of privacy and security perception. The 
privacy and security perception is low when a scaffolding system is installed in front of the building´s façade. In fact, 
from a survey carried out during the design phase of the Ri.Fa.Re. project, it emerges that during the day, the tenants 
feel observed by workers, whereas they feel insecure, due the accessibility of their home, during the night. The 
installation of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution avoids the use of scaffoldings in favor of other machineries such 
as Manitou. However, the use of these machineries increases the cost of the intervention. The higher the building to 
refurbish, the more expensive become the machineries necessary to handle and move the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based 
panels. This is the main reason for the cost differences between the small and the big reference buildings.  
It is further evident that the height of the building is a crucial factor in the applicability of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-
based solution. This is an economic consideration as well as a risk consideration: it is easy to manage the installation 
of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution in a 3-4-storey building; it is still easy but it starts to be more risky in a building 
with more than five stories; for an eight-story building it is very risky since workers have to work in a basket platform 
at 30 meters from the ground floor handling panels of 12 meters length. 
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6. Conclusion and future implementation 
In this paper a prefabricated timber-based technology for the energy refurbishment of the Italian building stock, 
the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution, is proposed and described. Moreover, this paper describes the optimized process, 
the Ri.Fa.Re. process, for the design, the off-site production and the on-site installation of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based 
solution and compares it with the traditional refurbishment approach.  
For medium and large size Italian dwellings, the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution is an efficient solution for the 
energy refurbishment of façades. It allows to guarantee a better quality of the energy performance of a traditional 
refurbishment since different problems are avoided using a prefabricated solution. It is possible to refurbish a façade 
quickly without using scaffoldings, in order to increase the privacy and the security of occupants; furthermore, 
occupants do not need to leave the building during the installation phase, in order to reduce cost and discomfort. 
Nevertheless, a lot has to be done in order to obtain the same affordability of traditional solutions. 
In fact, using the same panel´s timber frame for new buildings and for the refurbishment of existing buildings is 
not convenient since a high amount of massive timber is required to obtain the same energy performance of a 
traditional refurbishment. This results in: a) a waste of high value material as massive timber; b) an unnecessary cost 
increasing due to the use of massive timber; c) big timber-based panels difficult to be handled by workers; d) a higher 
cost due to the high performance machineries required for the movement of panels. However, the timber-based panels´ 
producer prefers to have a ready-to--market solution, similar to its existing product, rather than a more sophisticated 
solution.  
Moreover, the optimization of the process does not push towards a strong digital fabrication strategy for the timber 
panels manufacturing. This means that companies do not have to improve their production line machinery in order to 
produce Ri.Fa.Re. timber panels. Thanks to a better interaction between parametric algorithm and machinery on the 
production line it will be possible to strongly reduce costs, wastes of time and raw material. The cooperation 
companies consider this step as an evolution of RiFa.Re. project: for the start they prefer to introduce a new product 
into the market and have some benchmarks before investing in new machinery along production lines. 
On the one hand, it is necessary to implement the optimization of both the technology and the process in order to 
reduce the cost of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution. On the other hand, from energy performance point of view, the 
Ri.Fa.Re. solution enables to reduce about 90% of the energy demand during winter season with strong benefits on 
sensible cooling demand during summer season and prevents issues which occur along the energy refurbishment 
process and which are responsible for a low quality of the final product.  
It can be stated that if the Ri.Fa.Re. consortium will be able to reduce the price of the Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based 
solution, companies will have an advantage on the Italian refurbishment market. The Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution 
will be a high energy performance and quick to install solution, affordable and attractive for both the owner and the 
tenants, thanks to its low impact on tenants´ lives.  
 
The Ri.Fa.Re. project is still in progress and it will conclude after the monitoring campaign of the energy 
performance, which will start next fall. The testing phase will evaluate not only the energy performance of the 
Ri.Fa.Re. timber-based solution but also the optimized process, in order to validate the theoretical time and costs 
analysis, and the functionality of the parametric algorithm.  In particular, the following aspects will be tested, 
monitored and validated: 1) energy performance during winter season (U-values, heat fluxes and surface temperatures 
along thermal bridges); 2) moisture transfer in order to test the durability of the solution as a whole; 3) the entire 
process from survey and design activities, through production, delivery of materials and installation on site. 
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